FEBRUARY 2020

Motivation gets you started
AND
HABITS KEEP YOU GOING

Hello!
Dearest everyone, it’s great to meet you in 2020. How are you doing?
I hope that you have gotten used to the new school routine and
maintaining your schedules. Some of you should have found Gary and
Glady's school tips in the December 2019 BUZZ newsletter useful as
well.
As we embark on 2020’s new beginnings - be it a new school, new
class, new friend, new CCA, most of us will naturally feel motivated
to start our new year with new goals. How many of you have started
working on your new goals and carried out steps to keep them
going? Have any of you already forgotten or given up on these goals
although it is only February?
In this issue, Tinkle Friend is going to share how we can stay motivated
and develop habits that keep us going. Are you excited to find out
more? Keep on reading!

Contact Tinkle Friend!
Online chat

Helpline

www.tinklefriend.sg
Monday to Thursday
2.30pm to 7.00pm

1800 2744 788
Monday to Friday
2.30pm to 5.00pm

Friday
2.30pm to 5.00pm
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How do motivation and
habits work hand in hand?
Motivation

Refers to your reasons for carrying out an action. There are two
types of motivation: internal motivation and external motivation.
internal motivation

EXternal motivation

Refers to when you strive towards
a goal for personal satisfaction or
accomplishment.

Refers to when you carry out an action
because you want to earn a reward,
or you wish to avoid a punishment.

Mathematics
5 x 3 = ?

For example, you feel that you need to
study hard because your parents will
scold you if you fail the examination.

For example, you pay attention in
class because you find it fun and
exciting to learn new knowledge.

Which type of motivation do you have?
Both internal and external motivation are important in our lives.
They affect the decisions we make and our behaviours too.

Habits
Refers to behaviours that are repeated regularly and happen
automatically with little thought. When you have cultivated good
habits, these behaviours become automatic in your daily lives.

For example, waking up on time, brushing your teeth, and eating
breakfast are good habits.

Together with motivation, good habits
help you to achieve your goals.
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Get to know gary!
Remember Gary’s profile in the December 2019 BUZZ newsletter? Gary has tried
to improve himself across the five skills! Let’s look at what he has tried to do.
Positive thinking
(ability to see the good side of things)

Adaptability
(ability to get used to
new environments)

Social skills
(ability to make friends
and be a good friend)

5 Profiles

Gary’s new habits
Gary’s old habits

Time management
(ability to strike a balance
between school and play)

Learning ability
(ability to learn concepts
taught by teachers)

Actions Taken

Positive thinking
Gary's friends described him as a cheerful and outgoing person.
However, Gary thought that he was not good in his studies when
he compared himself to his peers.

Gary actively told himself not to compare
himself to others and stay focused on his
personal goals instead.

Time management
Gary was seen to be using his handphone to play games or
scroll through social media feeds. Gary's parents were worried
that he was not spending enough time on his studies.

Gary set a time limit to use the devices for/to
less than two hours a day.

Learning ability
Gary realised that his understanding of various subjects was weak
as he did not spend enough time on revision and homework.

Gary set aside more time for his studies and
less time for his devices. He also asked for
extra coaching from his teacher.

Social skills
Gary was regarded as a good friend to his buddies because he
always made the effort to spend time with them. However, Gary
did not like to include new people in his circle of friends and
deliberately left these people out of his groups.

Gary tried to be more inclusive and invited
more new classmates to join in his groups.

Adaptability
Gary was noted to be generally keen to try out new things. However,
Gary would feel nervous and worried about the new things he had to
do at times.
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himself time to adapt to the bigger changes.
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How to Build Good Habits?
Hi Gladys...
Hello Gary! Why are
you feeling so sad?

In January, I was motivated to break
my bad habits and I managed to
keep to the new habits till February…
and… I cannot seem to keep them
up. I feel so lousy about it.

I faced the same problem
too and I talked to my
mummy about it. Her
advice really helped me
to feel and cope better.

Can you share
the tips with me?

3 Steps to Build Good Habits

• Start small
• Get used to your new habit for at least 21 days
• Celebrate small successes and get family support
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Replacing bad habits
with good habits
Gary has some bad habits and he wants to replace them with
good habits. Can you help him? Suggest habits and write
them to replace the bad habits in the boxes provided below.

Bad habits

Good habits

Not washing hands with
soap after using the toilet

Using mobile devices during meals
and not talking to family members

Sleeping late and not being able
to wake up on time for school

Spending hours on the sofa
watching TV or using devices daily

Not eating fruits and vegetables

Answer :
Always wash hands thoroughly with soap after using the
toilet, Using mobile devices after meals, Sleeping early and
having nine hours of sleep daily, Doing outdoor activities,
Eating two portions of vegetables and fruits daily
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Tinkle Friend’s 5 Tips to Break Bad Habits
and Replace Them With Good Habits
•
•
•
•
•

Find a healthier behaviour to replace the bad habit
Reduce as many temptations as possible
Ask a family member or friend to be your cheerleader
You don’t have be someone else, just be yourself
Celebrate small achievements to increase your
motivation to change

Bad habits

What you can do to
change the bad habit
to a good habit

Good habits

Start to do homework
on Sunday night at 9pm

Plan out the homework
to be completed and use
the weekend timetable

Finish homework
before playtime
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Using w.o.o.p. tool to
achieve your goals!
Gary, can you share with everyone
how you can achieve your goal to be
a great football player like Messi?

I use the W.O.O.P. strategy to achieve my goals.

• Wish – I wish to be a good midfielder in football.
• Outcome – I would feel a sense of achievement
and contribute to my team.
• Obstacle – I may get tired and skip football
training.
• Plan – If I am feeling tired, then I will sleep
earlier the night before football training days.

My fellow friends, you can
use the W.O.O.P. strategy
to achieve your goals too!
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Using W.O.O.P. tool to
achieve your goals
WOOP FOUR-STEP TECHNIQUE

Wish
(Come up with a goal that you really want to accomplish)

Outcome
(Imagine the best outcome that may happen when you accomplish
this wish. How will the outcome look like? How would you feel?)

Obstacle

Plan

(What are some of the things that may stop you from achieving your wish?
Examples of obstacles are giving up too early or getting distracted by
something and losing sight of the goal.)

If

then I will

(the above obstacle happens)

(carry out an action to overcome the obstacle)

(Plan ahead as to how to deal with these obstacles when they occur.)
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Tinkle friend listens to you
I have an exciting piece of news to share with all of you! Do you
know that recently a short film about Tinkle Friend was made?
Filmmaker Kelvin Tong interviewed one of our longest serving
volunteer and he felt so inspired that he filmed a short story about
me and my volunteers! This film is dedicated to all my wonderful
volunteers, who journey with me and the children who called us.
Do visit https://cityofgood.sg/15shorts/TheListener to find out
more and watch the short film “The Listener”.
Film stills from The Listener:
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nAME THE CHARACTERS CONTEST
Boys and girls, you may have realised that I have two new friends
in our November and December 2019 BUZZ newsletter. They are
a boy and a girl. We have not named these friends yet.
Can you help Tinkle Friend to name these two friends?

Write to Tinkle Friend with your suggestions for their names.

Singapore

Other Countries

Post Mailbox

You can either email us at
tinklefriend@childrensociety.org.sg or
snail mail us at
Student Service @ Children’s Society
51 Telok Blangah Crescent
#05-01 Radin Mas Community Club
Singapore 098917
Closing date: 31 March 2020

The top three winners with the best names will be given a prize each! The
winners will be contacted by Tinkle Friend by 20 April 2020. Do indicate
your address in your email or letter so that we can mail you your prizes!
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ASK TINKLE FRIEND
In this segment, Tinkle Friend will answer questions that are commonly
asked by children in Singapore. Some of you might have similar
questions and we hope that it will be answered in this segment!

I have a few bad habits that I wish to change.
How do I even start?

You can start small by identifying one bad habit and
replacing it with a good habit. You can use the Activity
Sheet on page 6 as a step-by-step guide to carry out
your plans.

Sometimes I don’t feel like studying…

It is common to feel unmotivated sometimes. You can ask
yourself what is causing you to feel unmotivated. Perhaps
you are feeling overwhelmed with too many things to
complete on a daily basis. Then, you can try to work on
these issues one at a time. You can also use the W.O.O.P.
tool to help you set and achieve your goals.
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In the next issue, we will be exploring...
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Need someone Call Tinkle Friend at 1800 2744 788
or Chat Online at www.tinklefriend.sg
to talk to?
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